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Abstract: In this paper we investigate the structure of strongly pure syzgy 

modules in a strongly pure projective resolution of any right R- module over 

an association ring R with identity element. We show that a right R- module 

M is strongly Pure projective if any only if there exists an integer in ≥ O and 

a strongly pure exact sequence O → M
J
 → Pn → Pn-1 ............ PO → M

J
 → O 

with strongly pure- projective modules Pn' Pn-1 ............, PO. As a consequence 

we get the following version of a result in Benson and Goodearl 200: 

A strongly that module M
J
 is projective if M

J
 admits an exact sequence O → 

M
J
 → Fn → Fn-1............. → FO → M

J
 → O with Projective module Fn' Fn-

1'..............Fo.  

Introduction 

Throughout this paper R is an association ring with an identity we denote by 

mod(R) the category of all right R- modules. We recall (12) that an exact 

sequence ................Xn-1 → Xn → Xn+1 → .............in Mod (R) is said to  be 

pure [6] if the induces sequence ..................Xn-1   L → Xn  R L  → Xn+1 

 R L  → ............of abelian group is exact for any left R-module L. An 

epimorphism F: Y → Z in Mod (R) is said to be pure if the exact sequence O 

→ Kerf → Y → Z → O is pure. A submodule X of right R- module Y is said 

to be pure if the exact sequence O → X → Y → Y/X → O is pure. A module 

R is mod (R) is said to be pure- projective if for any pure epimorphism f: Y  

f: Y→ Z in mod (R) the induced group homomorphism HOMR (p,f,): HomR 

(p,v,) → HomR (p,z) is surjective. The following facts are woll-known (14), 

(15), (29), (30): 

(i) A module P is mod (R) is pure projective if and only if P is a direct 

 summand of a direct sum of finitely presented modules.    
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(ii) Every module M is Mod (R) admits a pure-projective pure resolution P 

in Mod (R) that is there is a pure exact sequence. 

   
          
→    

 
            
→        

       
  
→        

          
→     

 
            
→       

 
            
→     

           
→    

where the module,            are pure projective. The main 

results of the paper are the following.  

[1] Preliminaries on the strongly pure-projective dimension Given right R-

modules M and N the n-th strongly pure extension group      
 (   ) 

is defined to be the n-th Cohomology group of the complex 

    (    ), where    is a strongly pure projective resolution of M in 

mod (R).  

 The strongly pure-projective dimension P. pdM of    is defined to be 

minimal integer m o (or infinity) such that      
 (   )   . The 

right strongly pure global dimension r.p. gl. Dim R of R is defined to 

be the minimal integer n o (or infinity) such that      
   . We call 

the ring R right strongly pure semisimple if r.p.gl.dim R = O.  

 Throughout this paper we denote by v an infinite cardinal number and 

vo the cardinality of a countable set. A right R-module M is said to be 

v-generated if it is generated by a set of cardinality v and M
J
 is v-

generated and for any epimorphism f: L 
              
→        with v-generated 

module L the kernel kerf is v-generated or equivalently. M
J
 is a limit of 

a direct system {  
 
    } of cardinality v consisting of finitely presented 

modules   . We say that    is an v-directed union of submodules Mi , 

i  I , if for each subset Io of I of cardinality v there exists      such 

that       for all t    . [  

 
 
   

 ] 

              
 
                

 
                       and  
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untionous if   is an ordinal number    ( )                 

             
   

  
 
                                   

Theorem 1.1 Assume that   is a strongly Pure Projective right R-module and 

let K is a submodule of P. The following condition's are equivalent.  

(i) K is a strongly Pure Submodule P.  

(ii) For any finitely generated Submodule X of K there exists an R-

homomorphism    such that     is contained in a finitely generated 

R-submodule of K and 
 

 
    .  

(iii) For any finitely generated sub-module X of K there exists an R-

homomorphism    
              
→      such that 

 

 
    . 

Proof: Since the module P is strongly pure-projective, there exists a module 

P' such that      is a direct sum of finitely presented modules. 

Assume that K is a Submodule of P and let     
              
→      be the 

embedding. 

(i)   (ii) Assume that    
              
→       is a strongly pure monomer phism and X 

is a finitely generated submodule of K. Then the monomorphism 

(   )  
         
→       is strongly pure and there exists a finitely. 

Presented direct sum M and L of     such that (   )( )     

consider the commutative diagram.  

 
                   
→      

     (   )    
→      (    )

               
→     (     (   ))

             
→     

                                                              

 

 
                   
→      

                   
→      (    )

                           
→           ̅

                                 
→            

With exact rows, where h' is the embedding of X inot K, h is a direct sum and 

embedding,   is a strongly pure epimorphism and the module I is finitely 

presented.  
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It follows that there exists         ( ̅    ̅) such that      , and 

consequently there exists         (   ) such that        . Let 

        
              
→       is an extension of    to      such that        and 

   
   is finitely generated. Let    

              
→      be the restriction of    to P. It 

follows that      is contained in the finitely generated R-module      of K 

and for any      , we have     ( )     ( )       ( )    (  ( ))  

   (   )   ( ). This shows that         and (ii) follows.  

(ii)=> (iii) it is obvious 

(iii) => (i) Assume that, for any finitely generated sub-module X of K, there 

exists and R-homorphism              P K such that   X = idx. we shall prove 

that K is a strongly pure submoudle of P by showing that the canonical 

epimorphism π:P/K is strongly pure. Let f:L  P/K be a homomorphism from 

a finitely presented module L to P/K. Then L =? F/N, where F is a finitely 

generated free module and N is a finitely generated submodule of F. It is 

clear that exists a commutative diagram. 

 

 

 

 

With exact rows, where S is the canonical epimorphism and   is the 

canonical embedding. Then X=,"'(N) is a finitely generated submodule of K 

and according to our assumption, there exists an R-homomorphism ψ:P K 

such that ψ/X = idx. 

𝜙 
P/K 

𝜋 

𝜙 
p 

𝑓   𝑓  𝑓 

O 

O O 

O K 

N F 

P 

L 
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Note that the homomorphism   =  ':  K satisfies the equality f"=??. It 

follows that there exists     HOMR (L,P) such that π         

This shows that ? is a strongly pure epinmorphism. 

Let p be a strongly pure-projective right R-module and let be a strongly pure 

sub-module of P. we define strongly pure-closure    of any R-Submodule L 

of K as follws, set L0= L and fix a set L' of generators of L. for any finite 

subset  π of L'we find a R-homomorphism ψλ:P→K IMψλ is contained in a 

finitely generated R-sub module Kλ Of K, and ψλ/λ= idλ. Let L, be the R-

submodule of L generated by the set L" =???, where ? runs over all finite 

subset of L'. It is clear that L = L? ? L? and for any finitely generated 

submodule X. 

L  = L, there exists an R-homomorphism  :P→L1 suchthat I   is contained 

in a finitely generated R-module of L1 and    /x = idx. By choosing a set K: 

of generated of L1 and appliying the procefing above with L' and L; 

interchanged, we construct a submodule L2 containing L1 such that for any 

finitely generated submoduleX such that I   is is contained in a finitely 

generated R-submodule of L2 and   /x = idx. containuing this why we detine 

an ascenfing sequence. 

L= L0   L1    L2   ……..   LW    LM+1   ……of R-Sub modules of K, and 

sets L0', L1', L2'…………. LM', LM+1'……… of their generator's in such a way that for 

each M ≥ 0 and for any finitely generated submodule X of LM', there exists an 

R-homomorphism    → LM+1 such that I m   is Contained in a finitely 

generated R-module of LM+1 and    =idx. 

  =   LM of K is a strongly pure submodule of P and we call it a strongly 

pure-closure of R-submodule L of K. It is clear that    is not determined it 
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uniquely by L and depends on the choice of the modules K?, set L0', L1', 

L2'…………. LM', LM+1'……… and the R-homomorphism   :P→. However, v if is an  

infinite cardinal number and the module L is v –generated then the sets L0', 

L1', L2'…………. LM', LM+1'……… can be chosen of cardinality v and we get the 

following result. 

Theorem: Lemma-2.1:, Assume that P is a strongly pure projective right R-

module, K is a strongly pure sub-module of P and L is an v –generated 

submodule of K, where v is an infinite cardinal number. Then there exish an v 

– generated submodule    of K such that L      and    is a strongly 

submodule of P.  

Lemma- 2.2: Assume that v is an infinite cardinal number h:P→ K is a 

strongly pure epimorphism in mod-R,P is an v –generated strongly pure 

projective module and K is a strongly pure submodule of a strongly pure 

projective module. 

 (i)  The module K has a directed summary from    
   

   where   is a 

set of cardinality    and   is a countably generated strongly pure 

projective submodule of K, of each    . 

(ii) The module kerh is v-generated.  

 Proof: Let h:P    be a strongly pure-epimorphism. We set L=kerh 

and assume that the module p is v-generated. Then there exists a set   

of cardinality    and a family of finitely generated submodules    of 

P, with      such that    
   

   is a directed summand. By our 

assumption, K is a strongly pure submodule of a strongly pure-

projective module   . 
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 Let   ' be a right R-module such that        is a direct sum of finitely 

presented modules. For each    , we consider the commutative 

diagram.          

 O                                          ̅                  O 

         O                        L                    P         K         O 

 With exact rows, where   ̅              
 
 
    

 
    are the 

embedding and   is the natural R-module homomorphism induced by 

   
 
. Since          (  ) is a finitely generated submodule of K 

and K is a strongly pure submodule   
 
of      

 contained in K and 

containing   . It follows that   
 
is a strongly pure sum module of an    

generated direct summand P' of      
 . Then the module       

 
  ≤ 1.  

 If the following that the submodule   
 
of K is strongly pure-projective. 

It we set      
 
 Then obviously    

   
  is a direct summand and 

  is a countably generated strongly pure projective sub-module of K 

for each    . 

(iii) Since the epimorphism      is strongly pure, the embedding 

     
 
   extends to an R-module homomorphism      

 
   such 

that         Then the composed R-module homomorphism    

        ̅    satisfies        and by the commutativity of above 

diagram, there exists an R-module homomorphism             such 

that        
 . Hence we easily conclude that  

  ∑    
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 and therefore L is v- generated, because |   |    and      is finitely 

generated for and      .        

 (3) A strongly pure-projective structure of pure-syzygy modules  

 The aim of this section, the strongly pure-pronective structure of then-

th strongly pure-syzygy module of any right R-module M, that is that is 

the strongly puresubmodule Ker dn of Pn in a strongly pure-projective 

resolution of M 
J.
 

 Proposition: 3.1 : Assume that R is a ring, v is an infinite cardinal 

number, M
 
 

J
 is a right R-module, n   o an integer and  

        
         
→       

    
→          

         
→     

         
→        

 Is a strongly pure exact sequence, where Kn = ker dn and the module 

 Po, P1,..... Pn are strongly pure-projective.  

(i) For any v-generated sub module N of Kn and any v- generated 

submodule L of KO = ker do there exist an v- generated strongly pure 

submodule N
Jn

 of Pn and v– generated strongly pure submodule L
Jo

of Po 

an v- generated direct summands   
    

    
      

  of              

respectively, such that   (  
 )      

 for                 

         and for each      the sequence. 

         
 
        

 
  

→        
     
→        

         
 

→     
 
         

 
    

→           is 

strongly pure exact, where   
  is the restriction of   to   

   In case n=o 

we have        .  

 

 Proof: (i) since any strongly pure-projective module is a direct 

summand of a direct summand of finitely presented modules then 

according to the well-known [13] there are pairwise disjoint sets 

              and countably generated strongly pure-projective 

modules   , with                     such that, for each for 
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  *          + the strongly pure-projective module   in (*) has the 

form.           

 (  )   
   
   

 Up to isomorphism without loss of generality we can suppose that 

    (  )for j=0,1............n.  

 Assume that for each   *        +, the strongly pure-projective 

module   in (*) has the form  (  ) as above. Then the following two 

statements hold.  

 (i-1) for any v-generated submodule L         there exists an v- 

generated strongly pure submodule     of     (  ), v– generated strongly 

pure sub    of     (  )and subsets   
    

        
  of             

respectively, of cardinality    such that   ( (  
 ))   (    

 )for j=1, 2 

.....n.                                  for each      

the sequence (* *) is strongly pure-exact where   
   (  

 )and   
  is the 

restriction of   to   
 . In case n=0 we have       .  

 (i-2) Assume that N, L,    ,    and   
    

 .............  
  are such that the 

statement (i-1) holds, and let N' and L' be v-generated submodules of Kn and 

Ko containing N and L, respectively. Then there exist an v-generated strongly 

pure submodule N
Jn

  of Pn = P(In), v-generated strongly pure sub-module 

    of     (  )and subset I0
''
, I1

''
, ...... In

''
 of I0, I1, ...... In respectively of 

cardinality    such that   ( (   )              

            
           

                the diagram  

 
           
→     

          
→   (  

 )
      

     
→     (    

 )
        
→      

         
 

→    (  
 )

               
→       

             
→     

     

 

 
           
→      

          
→   (  

  )
      

      
→     (    

  )
        
→      

         
  

→    (  
  )

     
       

→        
           
→    
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is commutative and has strongly pure-exact rows, where the vertical arrows 

are natural embeddings induced by the inclusion.    

   
    

     
     

        
     

   and   
   is the restriction of dj to P(IJ

''
) for 

j=1,2 .....n. In case n=0 we have           

Assume that n=0 since the submodule N and L Ko are v-generated then 

applying Lemma 2.5 to the v-generated submodule N+L of Ko we get an v-

generated strongly pure submodule (N +L)
J
 of P (Io) and Ko.  

It follows that there is a subset Io
'
 of Io  Cardinality ≤ v such that (N+L)

J
 is a 

strongly pure-submodule of  (  
 )   (  ). It we set         (   )  

we get (i-1).  

Proof of i-2: For any v-generated submodule Y of Kn-1 and any submodule y 

of In of cardinality ≤ v contained y such that.  

(ii-1)   ( ( 
 ))     

(ii-2) The restriction   
   (  ) 

            
→       of dn to P( y

1 
) is a strongly pure 

epimorphism and  

(iii-3) the submodule ker dn' of P(Y' ) is v-generated.  

Let Y be an v-generated submodule of Kn-1 and y a subset of In of cardinality 

≤ v and the module Y' as the direct sum   
 
 
   

   of subsets  ( )          

                           of In of cardinality ≤ v and the 

module Y' as the direct sum   
 
 
   

   of v- generated stroungly pure 

submodules.  

(  )           ( )   ( )        ( )   (   )       of Kn-1 such 

that the image of the restriction  ( )    ( ( ))
               
→         of dn of  ( ( )) 

such that    ( )  . 
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We construct the sequence (+) and (++) strongly pure submodule K=Kn-1 of 

the strongly pure projective module P=P(In-1) and L=Y we get an v-generated 

strongly pure submodule Y
J 
 of Kn-1 containing Y. We set Y

(J)
 =Y

J
. By Lemma 

2.6 the module Y
(1)

 has a direct summand form.     

 ( )   
   

  
( )

 where    is a set of cardinal its ≤ v and   
( )

is a countably 

generated strongly pure projective pure submodule of K n-1 for each     . 

Since the epimorphism     (  )
               
→         is strongly pure and   

( )
is 

strongly pure projective then for each     the embedding 

     
( )             
→    ( ) has a factroisation       , where 

       (  
( )
  (  )) Since   (  

( )
) is a countably generated submodule 

of  (  )                , then there exists a subset  ( ) of    of 

cardinality    containing y such the    
    

  
 (  

( )
)   ( ( )). It follows 

that the image of the restriction  ( )  ( ( ))
            
→       of   to p(y

(11)
 ) 

contains  ( )   , more over, for any finitely generated R-module Z and R-

homomorphism f : Z 
            
→   Y

(1)
 there exists an R-homomorphism 

    
            
→     ( ( )) such that    ( )  . Indeed.     is a finitely generated 

submodule of  ( ) and therefore there exists     such that       
( )

. If 

we set       , we get the required equality    ( )  . Hence we 

conclude  ( )     
( ). 

Since   ( )   , the submodule    
( )     is v-generated and according to 

lemma 2.1 there exists an v-generated strongly pure submodule (   
( ))

 
of 

    containing    
( ). We set  ( )  (   

( ))
 
. If     and  ( )  ( )are 

constructed, we construct  (   ) and  (   )by applying the above 

construction of Y
(1) 

, y
(1) 

and Y
(2) 

to Y
(1)

 and the set y
(1)

. The details are left to 

the reader.  
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Now we prove the inductive step. Assume that     and that statements (j – 

1) and (j – 2) hold for N is an v-generated submodule of Kn and L is an v-

generated submodule of Ko. We set Lo = L. By Lemma 2.5,   
  of  (  ) such 

that     
     . 

Let     
 be a subset of   of cardinality    such that    

  
    (    

 )   (  ).Then the submodule      ( (    
 ))of      

         (    )is v-generated. By applying the induction hypothesis to 

       and         one get subsets                      of 

cardinality     and   generated strongly pure sub module   
     

        (      ) containing   and   generated strongly pure submodule 

  
         (    ) containing Lo such that the sequence   

 
        
→   

    
          
→   (      )

       
  
→     (      

 )
        
→    

         
→   (    

 )
       

      
→       

  
           
→    

is strongly pure exact, where dn,o is the restrictuion of dj to P(Jn,o) for 

J=1,2,3.......n-1.  

By our claim applied to Y=  
    and       

  there exist a subset     of    of 

cardinality    containing     
  and an    generated stronly pure submodule 

   (  
    )

 
 of     containing   

    such that     
      the restriction of 

  to  (    ) yields a strongly pure epimerphism.  

      (    )
               
→       

And the strongly pure submodule        of  (    ) is   generated. It is 

clear that     
          . By applying the induction hypothesis to 

       and      
     , one get submodule                    

   of cardinality    an   generated strongly pure sub-module   
     

    of  (      ) containing   , an v-generated strongly sub-module 

  
     of  (    )containing   such that the sequence.  
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→   

    
          
→   (      )

       
  
→     (      

 )
        
→    

         
→   (    

 )
       

      
→      

  
           
→   

 is strongly pure exact, where   to  (    ) and              for   

        by our claim applied to      
    and        there exist a 

subject     of   of      containing   
     such that the restriction of    to 

 (    ) yields a strongly pure epimorphism.      

      (    )
          
→    , the submodule        of  (    ) is v-generated and 

    
                  . Continuing this way, we construct two 

sequences.  

      
       

                
           

        
    

        
          

      
         

of v-generated sub modules of       (    )           P(I0)  respectively 

and for each j   {1,2..............n} chain Jj,0  J Jj,2  J.............  J j,s   J s,s+I 

 ...................of subsects    
      (      ) and Ls   P (J0,s-1) are strongly 

Pure embedding and the restriction of dn to P (J n,s) yields a strongly pure 

epimorphism d n,s, : P (J n,s) → Ts+1 It follows for each j  *      +, there is 

a chain P (J j,o)   P (J j1)   P (J j2)  ................... P (J j+1)   .................of 

submodules O (J j,s) of (P (I,) and we get an infinite commutative diagram.   
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With stongly pure exact rows, where the vertical homorphism are the R- 

module embeddings constructed above. Let 

 

0 →N     → P (I'n)   →  P (I'n-1)   →........... →   P (I'1) →      
   →0 be the 

direct limit of the above system of strongly pure exact sequence where. 

N 
Jn

 = 

 
 

   
     n,s' N 

Jn 

 
 

   
   and   

 = 

 
 

   
     for j=1...............n, If 

follows the limit sequence is strongly pure- exact, wnsists of 
v-

 generated 

modules N
Jn 

= ker dn' is a strongly pure submodule of P (I'n) ( and of Kn) 

containing N, the module. 

Im d
'
n = 

 
 

   
       

 
 

   
  
    

   = kerd'n-1 

 Is a strongly pure submodule of Kn-1 and    = 

 
 

   
   is a strongly pure 

submodule of P (1
'
0) as of K0 By Lemma 2.6 the module    = kerd

'
n is v- 

generated. 

(ii) Assume that n≥1 and Kn  K0. Let N be an v- generated submodule of 

Kn and L on v- generated submodule of Ko. Fix an R - module isomorphism 

f:kn  → K0. Keeping the netation above and by applying (ii) we construct 

inductively an infinite commutative diagram.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d'n' d'n-1' 
d'2 d'1 
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P (P n,j)        P (P' n-1,1)         P (P 1,1)              
      

             

 

       
    P (P n,j)        P (P' n-1,2)         P (P 1,2)              

   

 

 

           

         
    P (P n,j)        P (P' n-1,3)         P (P 1,3)            

  
      

  

 

 

With strongly Pu e exact rows, where the vertical homorphism are R0 

module embedding induced by the inclusion I' n,1                         we 

set N1= N+
f-1

 (L) and h1 = f(N) + L if the modules Nj, Lj and   
  

   
  

are 

defined set 

Nj+1 =   
  

+f
-1

 (  
  

) and Ln+1 = (  
  

) +   
  

It is clear that 

N1     
  
  +n+1,L,   (  

  
)   Lj+1'  f(N1) =+  L1 and for j≥ 1we get f(Nn+1)= 

Lj+1 

Let 0 → N
J
→ P (I'n)  → P (I'n-1) →....... P (J'n)     → LJ → 0 be the direct 

limit of the above system of strongly pure exact sequence where 

NJ= 
 
 

   
  
  

 L
J
   

 
 

   
  
 
        

 
 =

 
 

   
     
 

 for j= 1,2 ..........n. It is 

easy to see that f(NJ) = LJ. Thus the modules NJ, LJ are 

isomorphic and the statements (ii) follows.    

0 

dn,1 dn-1,1 d1,1 

0 

0 

dn,1 dn-1,2 d1,2 

0 

0 

dn,1 dn-1,3 d1,1 

0 

dn 𝛿𝑛    𝛿  
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